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SHOUT OUT! 

 

To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 

 

1THOUSAND  

https://www.patreon.com/1thousand 

 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do its utmost to make sure your journey through the 
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for 
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

https://www.patreon.com/zoeyraven
https://www.patreon.com/1thousand
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[CharacterName/RP] Relationship Points gained/lost per character.  

[Hero+] Affects character affinity in a positive way (Noble). 

[Villain+] Affects character affinity in a negative way (Depraved). 

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 
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1. Choose One   A) Add more details… 

    B) Leave it be. 

2. Say something stupid. 

3. Choose One  A) Go straight home.   [Katherine+1] 

    B) Visit a diner. 

•Eat Here.   [Rose+1] 

•Take out.   [Katherine+1] 

Note: If you obtained [Rose] =1 & you choose B you will get a different scene.  

4. Choose One  A) Go home. 

    B) Grab something to eat.   [Rose+1] 

     •Joke. 

     •Be serious. 

5. Choose One  A) Don’t listen and… 

    B) Engage in her story.   [Katherine+1] 

6. Choose One  A) Mention her cleavage. 

    B) Don't. 

Note: You will get different scenes based on choices below. 

7. Choose One  A) End it right here and report. [Hero+1] 

    B) Take advantage of her.  [Villain+1] 
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1. Choose One  A) Let's cut to the chase.     

    B) Compliment her.   [Sarah+1] 

Note: There will be a crime scene with interactive images, I have marked what is relevant.

 

2. Check the Second Floor. 

3. Choose All   A) Ask about his connection to Jessica.    
    B) Ask about her relatives and visitors. 

     •Threaten him.   [Villain+1] 

     •Peaceful approach.  [Hero+1] 

    C) End Conversation. 

4. Choose One  A) Share your doubts about…  [Suspect1] 

    B) Keep quiet. 

Note: If you choose A. 

{Yes} {Go to #6} 

{No} {Go to #8} 

5. Choose One  A) Coffee with Sarah.   [Sarah+1] 

    B) Go Home.    [Katherine+2] 
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6. Choose One  A) Complicated case.   [Lie1] 

    B) Spent time with a friend. 

7. Choose One  A) Go to the cinema.   [Katherine+1] 

    B) Stay Home. 

8. Choose One  A) Joke.    [Sarah+1] 

    B) Get straight to the point. 

9. Choose One  A) Breakfast above all!  
    Note: Only available if you obtained [Rose] =>1. 

     •Give her your number. [Rose+1] 

     •Not this time. 

    B) The case is far more important.  

10. Choose One  A) Thomas Graham – the boyfriend. [MainSuspectBf] 

B) Chase – the neighbor.  [MainSuspectNe] 

•Give him another chance… 

•Put pressure on him. 

Note: If you obtained [Sarah] >=2 you will get a unique scene. 

11. Choose One  A) Go for it! 

B) Stop. 

Note: This choice will only appear if you obtained [MainSuspectNe]. 

12. Choose One  A) Agree.  [NoToHook] [Villain+1] 

B) Leave.    [Hero+1] 

Note: This choice will only appear if you obtained [MainSuspectBf]. 

13. Choose One  A) Work Hard.    [Hero+2] 

B) Neglect your duties.   [Villain+2] 

Note: If you obtained [Sarah] or [Rose] >=2 you can have choice of girl; if NOT [Katherine]. 

14. Choose One  A) Sarah.    [Sarah+1] 

    B) Katherine.    [Katherine +1] 

    C) Rose.    [Rose+1]   
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Note: Starting this chapter [Hero] & [Villain] pts. will begin to affect scenes to a greater degree. 

Note: Your choice will determine your path for the remainder of this sequence. 

1. Choose One  A) Make a deal with him.  [Villain+2] [HookD] 

    B) Report to Rebekah what…  [Hero+2] 

Note: If you obtained [Sarah] >=2 & you chose [Hero] on #1 she will agree to A. 

2. Choose One  A) Talk to Sarah.   [SarahDate] 

B) Keep your focus on… 

3. Choose One  A) Not to me. 

B) Pretend to finish the case. 

Note: If you chose [Hero] on #1 & [Villain] <5. 

{Yes} (Go to #4) 

{No} {Go to #5) 

4. Choose One  A) Go on a date with Sarah. 
    Note: Only available you obtained [SarahDate]. 

    B) Spend time with Katherine. 

Note: Choose A, B & C in that order. 

5. Choose ALL  A) Check street cameras. 

    B) Find out about Andrew Collins… 

    C) Quite speculating. 

6. Choose One  A) Katherine.    [Katherine+1] 

    B) Rose.    [Rose+1] 

    Note: Only available if [Rose] >=2. 
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Note: If you chose [Katherine] on #6. 

{Yes} {Go to #7} 

{No} {Go to #9} 

7. Choose One  A) I have a pretty interesting… 

    B) Spicing up? That's me!  [SpicingUp] 

    Note: This choice will lead to Sharing. 

Note: If you obtained [Katherine] >=3. 

{Yes} {Go to #8} 

{No} {Go to #9} 

8. Choose One  A) Move the party elsewhere.  [FinishingElsewhere] 

    B) Suggest Katherine should… 
    Note: Only available if you obtained [SpicingUp]. 

Note: If you obtained [Sarah] >=3. 

{Yes} {Go to #9} 

{No} {Go to #10} 

9. Choose One  A) Yes.     [Sarah+1] 

    B) No. 

Note: If you went on date with [Sarah]. 

{Yes} {Go to Chapter IV) 

{No} {Go to #10) 

10. Choose one  A) Spend time with Katherine. 
    Note: Only available if you went to bar with [Rose]. 

    B) Spend time with Rose. 
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1. Choose One  A) Stay quiet. 

    B) Defend Her.    [Sarah+1] 

2. Choose One  A) Stay focused. 

    B) Follow Sarah and try…  [Sarah+1] 

3. Choose One  A) Talk to Sarah. 

    B) Get some sleep. 

4. Choose One  A) Spend some more time…  [Sarah+1 

    B) Go home. 

Note: Only available if you didn’t go on date w [Sarah] & [Rose] >=4 or [Kathrine] >=3. 

{Yes} {Go to #5} 

{No} {Go to #6} 

5. Choose One  A) Meet with Rose.   [Rose+1] 

    B) More time with Katherine.  [Katherine+1] 

6. Choose One  A) Do absolutely everything…  [RestShare] 
    Note: This choice will lead to Sharing. 

    B) You and do this easily! 

7. Choose One  A) Come closer to her. 

    Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Sarah] >=4. 

    B) This of what to do next. 

 

1. Choose One  A) Stretch with Sarah.   [Sarah+1] 

    B) Talk with Katherine.  [Katherine+1] 
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2. Choose One  A) Yes.     [LiInterview] 

    B) No. 

Note: Choose A, B & C in that order. 

3. Choose All   A) Interrogation 

     •Offer to help.    [PoliceHelp][Hero+1] 

     •Don’t.    [Villain+1] 

    B) Search Sondheim’s house. 

    C) End Day. 

     •Spend the rest of…  [Sarah+1] 
     Note: Only if you obtained [Sarah] >=4. 

     •Go home. 

Note: Only available if [Rose] >=2 If >4 you will get a slightly different scene. 

{Yes} {Go to #4} 

{No} {Go to #5} 

4. Choose One  A) Confront her and leave. 

    B) Keep playing her game.  [Rose+3] 

5. Choose One  A) Suggest Trevor - the Sanguinian… [RestShare2] 
    Note: Will only appear if you previous met Trevor on Sharing path. 

    B) Wait until it's fully confirmed… 

6. Choose One  A) Give in to the promise…[Villain] [Villian+3 

    B) Resist it with all your might. [Hero+3] 

1. Choose One  A) Make Katherine your lady.  [Katherine+1] 

    B) Make Katherine your slave.  [Katherine+1] 

2. Choose One  A) I liked they made him a hero. 

    B) I didn't like how they… 
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3. Choose One  A) That’s a no for me. 

    B) Great idea!    [Swinging] 

4. Choose One  A) Wait for Katherine to… 
    Note: Will only appear if Sharing path open. 

    B) Talk the Rose about… 

5. Choose One  A) Get straight to the point. 

    B) Chit-chat.    [Rose+1] 

6. Choose One  A) Agree.    [Villain+1] 

    B) Try to avoid it. [LaterFavor] [Hero+1] 

Note: If [Sara] <=4. 

{No} {Go to #7} 

{Yes} {Go to #8} 

7. Choose One  A) Not interested… 

    B) Interested – can’t…   [Sarah+1] 

8. Your Choice  A) How do we become one of your people? 

    B) What do we have to do to earn their respect? 

    C) What exactly does the 'access to knowledge' mean? 

     •End Conversation. 

9. Choose One  A) There her exactly what she said. [Careful] 

    B) Don’t. 

10. Your Choice  A) Try to arrange things around… 

    B) Take a walk. 

     •End the day. 

Note: If you obtained [LaterFavor] OR [RestShare2] & choose A, you will not get sub-choices. 

11. Choose One  A) Keep talking. 

     •Honor the deal. 

•Cancel the deal.  [LaterFavor] 

B) Abandon mission and go back. 
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12. Choose One  A) Ask for help.   [Villain+3] 

    B) You don’t need help   [Hero+3] 

1. Choose One  A) Follow the blue light.  [Hero+3] 

    B) Stray towards the darkness. [Villian+3] 

Note: You will only get this choice if on Sharing path. 

2. Choose One  A) Agree. !Sharing!   [VillageShare] 

    B) Don’t. 

3. Choose One  A) Fool around with Katherine. [Katherine+1] 

     •Move aside exposing… 

     •Block the view. 

    B) Keep looking for Dahlia. 

4. Choose One  A) Wait for her to come back. 

    Note: Only available on NO Sharing path. 

    B) Go to sleep. 

5. Choose One  A) Agree! 

     •Interested.   [Sarah+1] 

     •Not interested in… 

    B) End Conversation. 

6. Choose All (in order) A) Address the monster who tried to kill you and Katherine. 

    B) Ask about Sondheim. 

    C) Try to learn more about their religion. 

    D) Question their lack of help with Sondheim’s case. 

    E) End conversation. 

7. Choose One  A) Help her.    [DahliaHelp] 

    B) Don’t. 

8. Choose One  A) Remind Katherine she’s topless. 

    B) Why would you? It's obvious. 

Note: If you obtained [Rose] >=5. 

{Yes} {Go to #9} 

{No} {Go to #10} 
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9. Choose One  A) Go for more.   [Rose+1] 

     •Your Choice 

    B) Better not. 

10. Choose One  A) He truly needs to learn his place… [Villain+3] 

    B) He’s not the skilled I can…  [Hero+3] 

11. Keep looking (Your Choice) 

Note: If you obtained [VillageShare]. 

{Yes} {Go to #1} 

{No} {Go to #2} 

1. Choose One: A) Talk to Katherine.    [Katherine+1] 

   B) Get to work. 

2. Choose One:  A) Take care of her.    [Katherine+1] 

   B) Get to work. 

3. Choose One: A) Of course, you can!    [RebekTrst+1] 

   B) I don’t need your trust. 

4. Choose One: A) Offer to pay for the damage.  [RebekTrst+1] 

   B) Mention she’s in debt. 

5. Choose One: A) Ask Sarah how she feels.   [SarahConfess] 

   Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Sarah] >=5. 

   B) Say you have to get going.   {Go to #7} 

6. Choose One: A) Go to her apartment. 

   Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Sarah] >=5. 

   B) Go back home. 

7. Choose One: A) Tell her about Sondheim.  [Katherine+1] [KathConfess] 

   Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Katherine] >=4. 

   B) Brush it off. 

Note: If [Rose] >=5. 

{Yes} {Go to #8} 

{No} {Go to #9} 

8. Choose One: A) Agree.     [Rose+1] [RoseBeach] 

   B) Don’t. 
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9. Note: If [Katherine] <3, you will get a short party scene; Else, party scenes will differ based 

on previous choices (Swinging, no Swinging etc…). 

Note: If you obtained [RoseBeach] you will get a beach scene with [Rose]. 

Note: Just as with “Hero” and “Villain” pts, it’s best to go one way or the other with “Control” 

and “Teammate” pts. 

1. Choose one: A) Gain control over her. 

   Note: A will only succeed if [RebekTrst] <=1, else [RebekCtrlFail]. 

   B) Make her part of the team.   [RebekTrst+1] 

   Note: B will only succeed if [RebekTrst] >=1, else [RebekCtrlFail]. 

2. Choose one: A) Ask Katherine to say.   [KatherineStay] 

   Note: A will only appear if [Katherine] >=5 & [KathConfess]. 

   B) Ask Sarah to stay.    [SarahStay] 

   Note: B will only appear if [Sarah] >=5 & [SarahConfess]. 

Note: If [Rose] >=5. 

{Yes} {Go to #3} 

{No} {Go to #4} 

3. Choose one: A) Agree.     [RoseRestDate] 

   B) Don’t. 

Note: If [RebekTrst] >=2 you will obtain [Teammate+1], else [Control+1]. 

4. Choose one: A) Help keep her as a teammate. [AndreaTrst+1] [Teammate+1] 

   B) Gain control over her.   [Control+1] 

5. Choose one:  A) Appreciate her.    [Katherine+1] 

   B) Don’t say anything. 

Note: If you obtained [RestShare]. 

{Yes} {Go to #6} 

{No} {Go to #7} 

6. Choose one: A) Yes.      [SpaShare] 

   B) No. 

7. Check her out. (Your Choice) 

8. Choose one: A) Tease her. 

   Note: A will only appear if [Sarah] >=6. 

   B) Just help her. 
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9. Choose one: A) Stay quiet. 

   B) Comfort her.    [AndreaTrst+1] 

   Note: B will only appear if [AndreaTrst] =1. 

   C) Strengthen you control over Andrea. 

   Note: C will only appear if [AndreaTrst] =0. 

10. Choose one: A) Pretend to be asleep.   {Go to #13} 

   B) Talk to Katherine.    [Katherine+1] 

Note: If you obtained [SpaShare]. 

{Yes} {Go to #11} 

{No} {Go to #12} 

11. Choose one: A) I’m in!     [SpaShare2] 

   B) Not for me. 

12. Choose one: A) I wouldn’t call it payment. Just pleasure… 

   Note: A will only appear if [RoseRestDate]. 

   B) No payment required. Just please…  {Go to End Chapter IX) 

13.  Lick her pussy. (Your Choice) 

14. Fuck her. 

15. Choose one: A) Cum on her body. 

   B) Cum inside her pussy. 

   Note: B will only appear if [Rose] >=7. 

   C) Cum inside her ass. 

   Note: C will only appear if [Rose] >=8. 

Note: If you obtained [SpicingUp], [RestShare] OR [VillageShare] & [Katherine] >=6. 

{Yes} {Go to #1} 

{No} {Go to #2} 

1. Choose one: A) Agree.     [OfficeShare] 

   B) Don’t.     [OfficeSex] 

Note: If you did NOT obtain [SpicingUp], [RestShare] OR [VillageShare] & [Katherine] >=6. 

{Yes} {Go to #2} 

{No} {Go to #3} 

2. Choose one: A) Agree.     [OfficeSex] 

   B) Don’t. 
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3. Choose one: A) Be happy for her.    [Happy4Sarah] 

   B) Be suspicious. 

4. Choose All in Order. 

5. Choose one: A) Wait for Sarah. 

   B) Talk to Andrea.    [AndreaTrst+1] 

Note: B will only appear if [AndreaTrst] =2 & [Hero] > [Villain]. 

C) Have fun with Andrea.   [AndreaTrst-1] 

Note: C will only appear if [AndreaTrst] =0. 

Note: If you obtained [Villain]>=8. 

{Yes} {Go to #6} 

{No} {Go to #7} 

6. Expose her tits. (Your Choice) 

Note: You will obtain [SCAlive] by default. 

If [Hero] > [Villain] & you did NOT obtain [PoliceHelp], then [SCAlive]. 

Note: If you obtained [Hero] > [Villain]. 

{Yes} {Go to #7} 

{No} {Go to #8} 

7. Choose one: A) Gain control over her. 

Note: If you obtained [Hero] > [Villain], then [SCAlive]. 

B) Help her. 

Note: If you obtained [Hero] > [Villain], then [ScTrust+1]. 

Note: If you obtained [OfficeSex]. 

{Yes} {Go to #8} 

{No} {Go to #9} 

8. Your Choices. (Sex Scene) 

Note: If you obtained [OfficeShare]. 

{Yes} {Go to #9} 

{No} {Go to #10} 

9. Your Choices. (Sharing Sex Scene) 

10. Choose one: A) Offer help.     [RoseHelp] 

   B) Have her deal with it on her own. 

Note: If you did NOT obtain [RoseHelp], [Hero] > [Villain], [Katherine]>=8 & [KatherineStay] 

Then you will obtain [ChanceForMC]. 
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1. Choose one: A) Offer a solution.    [RebekHelp] 

Note: A will only appear if [RebekTrst] >=2 & [Hero] > [Villain]. 

   B) Remind her who’s in charge. 

Note: B will only appear if [RebekTrst] <2 & [Hero] > [Villain]. 

If you meet none of the above conditions from A or B (Sex Scene) (Your Choices) 

   C) Do nothing 

Note: If you chose A on #1. 

{Yes} {Go to #2} 

{No} {Go to #4} 

2. Firs room on the left.      [KeyFound] 

3. Choose one: A) Stay with Sarah.    [SarahStay2] 

Note: A will only appear if [SarahStay]. 

   B) Go home with Kathrine. 

Note: B will only appear if [KatherineStay]. 

If you obtained [RoseHelp] OR [ChanceForMC]. then [KatherineStay2] 

{Go to #5} 

4. Choose All. 

5. Go with them. 

6. Choose one: A) Andrea.     [AndreaSaved] 

Note: A will only appear if [AndreaTrst] >=2 

   B) Rose      [RoseSaved] 

Note: B will only appear if NOT [RoseHelp] OR [Villain] > [Hero] & [Rose] >=6 

   C) Scarlett or any person suffering.  [Hero+2] 

Note: C will only appear if [SCAlive] 

   D) No one. 

7. Check on Katherine and Rose first. 

• Rewind Katherine to focus only on the wound. 

• Let her play. (Threesome Chance)    [YesForLes] 

Note: Will only appear if [Katherine] & [Rose] >=7 

8. Supplies hunt. 
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Note: If you obtained [Villain] > [Hero]. 

{Yes} {Go to #9} 

{No} {Go to #10} 

9. Choose All. 

Note: If you obtained [ScTrust] =1. 

{Yes} {Go to #10} 

{No} {Go to #11} 

10. Choose All. 

11. Choose one: A) Let it continue. (Threesome) 

Note: A will only appear if [YesForLes] {Go to #14} (After Sex scene) 

   B) Stop it. (Don’t Choose this.) 

12. Choose one: A) Talk with Katherine. 

Note: A will only appear if [KatherineStay2] & [Katherine] >=7 OR [ChanceForMC] 

   B) Talk with Sarah.  

Note: B will only appear if [KatherineStay2] & [Sarah] >=7 

   C) Take a break. (Don’t Choose this.) 

13. Based on your previous choices you will get different sex choices here, choose what you like. 

(Unless you chose to skip with “Stop it “ or “Take a break”.) 

There are no variables associated with these choices. 

14. Choose Both: A) Look for weapons. 

   B) Check on Rose. 

Note: B will only appear if [Hero] > [Villain], [RoseHelp] 

Note: If you obtained [Hero] > [Villain], [RoseHelp] & [Rose] >=7. 

{Yes} {Go to #15} 

{No} {Go to #17} 

15. Agree. 

• Peak       [Ch11RosePeak] 

• Don’t peak. 

16. Choose what you like. 

17. Choose all. 

18. Choose all available. 
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Note: You will obtain [Ch12VilliageCh1b], by default. 

1. Keep looking in the courtyard. 

2. Check down the hall. 

• Follow Katherine. 

• Have a quick conversation with Sarah.   [Ch12VilliageCh1b] 

3. Check the dungeon. 

4. Get water for the Elder. 

5. Talk to The First Elder. 

6. Get water. 

7. Ask more details. 

8. Ask another question. 

9. Check the library. 

10. Find your way to the cabin. 

11. Town hall. 

• Approach Rose.      [Teammate+1] 

Note: Will only appear if [Hero] > [Villain] & [RoseHelp]. 

• Approach High Priestess.     [Control+1] 

12. Cabin. 

• Approach Kathrine.     [Teammate+1] 

• Approach Giselle.      [Control+1] 

13. Library. 

• Approach Sarah.      [Teammate+1] 

• Approach High Priestess.     [Control+1] 

14. Talk to the Elder. 

• Help Dahlia.      [Bea1Rescued] 

• Corrupt her. 
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15. Choose one: A) See if Katherine needs anything. 

   Note: Will only appear if [KatherineStay2], and NOT [VillageShare] 

• You Choices. 

   B) Look through the books. 

16. Choose one: A) Tell Sarah to sit with you. 

   Note: Will only appear if [SarahStay] 

• Confess.    [SarahRedemption] 

Note: Will only appear if [Villain] >[Hero] 

• Come back. 

B) Do nothing. 

17. Choose one: A) Stay with Katherine. 

Note: Will only appear if [VillageShare] & [KatherineStay2] 

• Yes – Stay.    [VillageShare2] 

o Nod.    [McKnows] 

o Shake. 

o Let her decide.   [McKnows] 

▪ Your choices. 

• Katherine tells… [TFHCumInside] 

• Katherine warns… 

• No – Leave. 

B) Follow Sarah. 

Note: Will only appear if [SarahStay2] OR [SarahRedemption] 

• Your choices. 

Note: If you obtained [Hero] > [Villain], [RoseHelp] & [Rose] >=7. 

{Yes} {Go to #18} 

{No} {Go to #19} 

18. Choose one: A) Rose keeps going.    [RoseAnal] 

   B) Rose cums. 

Note: If you obtained [Villain] > [Hero] & [Rose] >=7. 

{Yes} {Go to #19} 

{No} {Go to #} 

19. Fuck her. 

20. Choose one: A) Let her do whatever she wants. 

   B) Take control. 

   Note: Will only appear if [Control] >= 5 

21. Your Choices. 
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1. Choose one: A) A monster. 

   B) Beautiful.     [SrBeautful] 

2. Play on her nerves. 

3. Choose all in order available.  

4. A) Check it out. 

Note: If NOT [HookD], &[ChanceForMC] then [WifeStay2] 

B) Ignore it.  

Note: If [ChanceForMC], then [WStay2], [WStay] , &[ChanceRuined] 

If [RoseRedemption], then [RoseRedemption] & [ChanceRuined] 

5. Check her out. 

6. Choices A and B will only be available based on previous decisions; they have no variables. 

C) Get ready to check on Andrea. 

7. A) Talk to Rose 

Note: A will only appear if [Hero] > [Villain] & [RoseHelp] 

B) See what Dahlia’s up to. 

C) Look for Andrea. 

Note: C will only appear if [SCAlive] 

D) Head back downstairs. 

Note: If [ScTrust] =1, then [LiCaptured] {Go to #10} 

If [ScTrust] =0, & [Hero] > [Villain], then [AndreaBetray], [ScAlive] & [LiCaptured]  {Go to #10} 

Else [InfCaptured] {Continue} 

8. Choose one: A) Go for it! Fuck her!    [AndreaSex] 

Note: A will only appear if [Control] > [Team] & [AndreaTrst] <=0. 

   B) Better not.     {Go to #10} 

9. Your choices. 

Note: Next are a bunch of sex choices based on the paths you are on Sharing, Rose, Sarah, 

Katherine, I would consider saving here, they have no variables. If you do not get any of these 

scenes.          {Go to #11} 

10. Your Choices       {Go to #} 

Note: The choices you make in #11 are basically sub or dom choices, they only effect what 

options you will have in this scene, so pick your path, being assertive is dom, and not being 

assertive is sub. You can always save and play back through to get whatever path you don’t take. 
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11. Your choices. 

Note: #12 is only for those who obtained [LiCaptured] & [SpicingUp]. 

12. Choose one: A) Agree to her idea.    [LiSharing] 

   B) No, that’s a terrible idea. 

13. Your choices (Conversations will vary slightly based on what you have obtained) 

Note: If [KatherineStay2], then [KatherineTaken] 

Else [SarahTaken] 

Note: #1 is only for those who obtained [KatherineTaken]. 

1. Choose one: A) Kill him.     [LiDead] 

• Make it worse… (Your Choice) 

B) Spare him. 

Note: Some of the next choices you may or may not see based on previous ones I thought it 

better to just list them and have you go to the ones you get than tell you to jump here or there, I 

will break them into labels. 

Canal Solo Path 

2. Get Straight to the point. (Your Choice) 

3. Try to go through. (Your Choice) 

4. Choose all in order. 

5. Your Choices (Sex Choices no Variables) 

6. Choose one: A) Andrea     [AndreaSex] 

   B) Rebekah.     [RebekahSex] 

7. Choose one: A) Allow her.     {Go to Rose Dark} 

   Note: A will only appear if [Rose] >=7 

   B) Command her to take you to the demon. 

   Note: If [Rose] >=7, then [Rose-7] 

Rose Dark 

8. Your Choices.       [RoseSex] 
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Canal Duo Path 

9. Touch it. (Your Choice) 

Note: #11 is only for those who obtained [SpicingUp]. 

10. Choose one: A) Intervene! 

   B) Wait a moment longer. 

   Note: B will only appear if you did NOT obtain [FinishingElsewhere] 

11. Choose one: A) Katherine.     [KathrineLove] 

   Note: A will only appear if you obtained [KatherineStay2] OR  

[Katherine] >=7 

   B) Sarah.     [SarahLove] 

   Note: B will only appear if you obtained [SarahStay2] OR [Sarah] >=7 

• Try to explain yourself to Katherine. [KathrineExplain] 

• Just go. 

C) None. 

12. Sex Choices based on who you picked (If you picked C) None) {Go to #14} 

13. Choose one: A) Try not to make enemies.   [HpChance] 

   B) Get straight to the point. 

Rose Light 

Note: #14 is only for those who obtained [RoseHelp] & [Rose] >=7. 

14. Choose one: A) Kiss her.     [RoseSex] 

• Your Choices. 

B) Don’t. 

1. Choose one: A) Attack the demon!    [SrSusp+1] 

   B) Look at Sang…    [SrAff+1] 

2. Ask her name. 

3. What’s your story? 

4. Choose one: A) Get in her good graces.   [SrAff+1] 

   B) Drop the subject. 
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Throne Actions 

Note: All available choices and sub-choices for #5 are based on your previous actions and have 

no lasting variables, so choose whatever you can/like, but you can only choose 2 There is one 

exception (Find your team). You will obtain [LoveRoutes], this will allow you to continue with 

whatever girls you have points with, so be sure to choose if available. 

5. Your choices. 

6. Ignore them and fine Sarah. 

7. Choose one: A) Tell the truth.    [SrAff+1] 

   B) Mix lies with… 

   Note: B will only appear if [Bea1Rescued] 

   C) Lie.      [SrSusp+1] 

8. Choose what you want, you can only choose 2 and there is only one with a consquence. 

If you choose to (Look for Andrea and Rose, and [RoseHelp] & [Rose] >=7, then 

[RoseEnd+1]. 

Note: If [SrAff] >=3, then [SrName]. 

Blackout 

Saving here is HIGHLY recommended. 

Note: You can only choose 2 again, if you DON’T choose Find the Team again, you will lose all 

love paths with Sarah and Katherine. Other than that’s it’s sex choices mostly. I will list the 

variables associated with the paths and important choices, under labels, go to what you pick. 

Andrea 

9. Fine Andrea. 

Note: If [Villain] > [Hero], Then [AndreaSex] (Dark Path) 

10. Choose one: A) Kiss Andrea.    [AndreaSex] (Light Path) 

   B) Be just a friend. 

11. Your Choices. 

Team Options based on previous decisions 

12. Look for your team. 

Sarah Redemption Path If you obtained [SarahRedemption] 

13. Choose one: A) Commit.   [CoLove] [Trial] Continue to Sarah. 

   B) You can’t.  [LoveRoutes] [SarahRedemption] 
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Sarah 

14. Your Choices. 

Kathrine 

Note: The only important choice here will only appear if you obtained [VillageShare2], chose the 

next #15 and 16 if you want that, if not choose anything else. 

15. Look playfully at wife.  

16. Encourage her to be more naughty.    [VillageShare3] 

Rose 

17. Look for Rose. (Availability based on previous decisions) 

18. Choose one: A) Fuck her!     {Go to #19} 

   B) Break her heart.    [Rose-7] [RoseEnd=0] 

19. Your choices. 

Sangunis Rex 

20. Try to befriend…    [SrAff+1] 

Note: If you did not choose #12 then [LoveRoutes], [SarahLove], [KatherineLove] & 

[SarahRedemption]. 
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